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INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the difficulty created by the progressive divergence of viewpoints in society. F~lders of many
viewpoints find it incrE;asingly difficult to see the relevance of
other viewpoints and there is no accepted context through which
they n~y be related. Disagreement is most often considered
'irrationally' as being due to the othe.t' party's erroneous viewpoint -- ,,,hich is after all a f rational f conclusion in terms of
the holders viewpoint (I:f .. R. Ardrey's discussion of 'territory',
ref .. 3,4) .. A context is required in which the 'rationality' of
one viewpoint ~can Obe-transformed into tll.at of another. As things
stand, each mode of experience as formali:;ed in fields. of knowledge
and activity, is becoming increasingly isolated from its neighbour ..
rllis~solation, and the desire for autonomy, has tended to oppose
any form of funct~<?~al~t::esi.~. of knowledge and· experience within
society as a whole~ as well as to prevent any recognition of converg~~ce of interests or appreciation of a common sense of direction ..
~ihis problern is reflected in the individual fa d.ifficulty ininte- -grating his consequently fractionated experience to achieve some
sense of unitv, and the difficulty in establishing a personal sense
of direction ""in hanrrony ",ith that of society to give him a maxi~~ S~'8e of fulfil1ment.
o

The importance of these problems has been discussed by, amongst
others, Sir Julian Uuxley, Aldous Huxley, E.. Cassirer, Trigant
Burrow, and Colin Wilson (see references). S.. Strasser (ref. 19,
pp.. 191 and 201) ett~hasizes one aspect of these problems in one
field whilst discussing the functional loss of modern science:
" ••• different communities of researchers do not understand one
another because they do not want to understand one anotner...... 'l'he
various groups of theorists.:.fall apart into all kinds of clans
which live in an atmosphere of mutual distrust, aversion and scorn.......
The man of science •••• is no longer able to find a connection between what he thinl{s and does and the activities of other specialists
of entirely different orientations. TIle end result is that he no
longer knows exactly what he is supposed to be doing, for understanding what his special science really is, requires a·· standpoint
lying above this special science itself .. fi To-the extent that these
inter-group problems result in a disruptive effect on society, we
also need, in Ardrey's terms, to be able to hold a synthetic \'iewpoint to promote the ends of society as a whole.
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The purpose of this paper is to show that viewpoints can be related
through a conceptual model based on the ~ose for which the vie~r
point is held. 'PurP0ser-is treated as the purpose for consciously
fulfilling a particular organic or psycho-social function, not as
the goal or final cause of an act, nor as the unconscious baiis of
action.

A purpose-related concept (e~g. direct~bnt intention, relevance,
motivation, etc)seem.ed thec'ideal key to such a model. The only
element common to a multitude of different modes of experience and
treatments of data is that each is undertaken.~~t(a purpose. Every
other element may or. may not. occur, or will be'defined differently
but it is always possible to obtain agreelllent that for a consciously
c.hosen experience there was a purpose ;f.):l~hoosing ft, rather than
some other mode. The nature of the purpose may be defined differently,
but it is always present. A sense of direction seems to be the one
concept which a wide-variety of disciplines have in common, in one
form or another. Therefore, in order to develop the relationship
between each field of knowledge in a model, a factor must be intro'"
duced to indics.te the purpose resulting in that field. G.tI. Allport
1, pp. 231-8), referring to the elements of. the personality,
states that HThe justification of any scheme of analysis is always
to be found in the purpose for which the analysis is made. A system
of elements is *'true li in so far as it fulfills the avowed intention
of the analyst. The principal reason. why psychologists do not agree
with one another in their lists of elements is that each is animated
by a slightly different intention. Until the purpose of an analysis
and the psychologist's aim are clearly specified (as they seldom are)
it is not possible to argue about the suitability of one set of elements or anothe~~ For<;~~tain. purposes it is fitting to view the
mind as a conge~ies of idea~i~or.other purposes, as a network of
neural areiJ~oras 8 "ystem'"ofvect()rs, or as an hierarchy ofsentimants. ff lV'e submit that analogous st<lil.~el1'/.ents can be equally applied
to uy differences of opinion in and between other fields of expe:dence.
A comprehensive model must therefore supply

El.

context for all pur-

order to link all the consequent modeS-01'experfence~ .
'There is however one very important restriction which avoids the
poses

appar~nt conclusion that an unordered, relativistic or pluralistic
model would be satisfactory. The latter would be too general to
be of any value.
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An individual's purposes arise from the necessity to maintain
and further those functions governing his existence as a biological and social entity. There is therefore always a pattern of
organic and psycho-social functions which he must perform or, by
delegation within society, have performed for him. The totality
of such delegations by all individuals results in the functional
organization of society. The restriction on the unordered collection of purposes above, is that an individual must be able to
organize himself so that all his functions are performed, no matter
to what degree he specializes. There are therefore only certain
permissable combinations of functions open to him and the pattern
of functions in society is similarly restricted.
Apart from the stabilizing aspect of functions, man also seems to be
involved in the shaping of his environment into a state of ~~eater
order which is more satisfying to him. In effect one function is to
progressively stabilize his position in time. But as a result of the
progressive organization of man's environment due to the action of
millions of individuals, man has long reached the stage where he
is forced (aided by the population and information explosions, and
the tension of modern life) to improve continually the organization
of old organbation. This developmental 2rocess of convergence on
a hypothetical maximum of organization or unification (consistent
wi.th the stabilizing function requirements) must be incorporated
in the model -- botb in the cue of the long-term development of
society and in that of the short-term development of the individual
to maturity.
The additional criteria in constructing the model are based on those
detailed by sir Julian--Huxley as 11eCessary properties of a satisfactory 'idea system' (ref. 12, 13). The model should:
emphasize the functional importance to society and the
individual of each field of knowledge and experience
~& facilitate the individual's efforts to define his purpose
and locate the position within this pattern which will give
him maximum personal fuffIlment as a responsible memb~r of society
recognize the succession of idea systems necessary to unify experience as the individual and society develop
recognize the importance of 'outdated' concepts in development
and education
facilitate the planning of future development
recognize the trend toward increasingly general and unitary concepts whilst maintaining the autonomy of individual specialities

•

- 4facilitateeommunication between isolated specialities
facilitate the adaptation of new concepts in every field
of knowledge to human life and its problems
stress not only intellectual convergence of interests, but
a physical convergence (as is evident in the physical integration of society, e.g. internationalism, cor.maunications,
world trade, etc)
A most important criterion is that the conceptual model should be
representabl~in a 2hzsicat form to facilitate visualization 1 eOmF
prehension and edueation.
While I believe the final model to be original, m.ost of the ideas
incorporated therein have been developed or mentioned by, amongst
others, Sir Juliu liuxley, P. Teilhard de Chardin, R.G.. Collingwood,
E. Spranger, and R. Read (see references).
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PART I - DEVELOPMENT OF AN INITIAL CLASSIFICATION OF VIEWPOINTS

Problem
lfe each take up individualIX during the course of a day a large
number of unrelated viewpoints. Some viewpoints seem to embrace
a whole range of activities, whilst others deal only with particular details and are not consciously linked to vie'Wl>Oints subsequently held. Vor example, to assess the pain in my feet I hold
one viewpoint, to get petrol for the ear I hold another, to consider the implications of the Russian landing on Venus I hold a
third, and so on. FrODl holding one viewpoint such as the consideration of a scientific problem, my attention may be drawn to the
movement of a fly on tbe window. I seem to hold unrelated viewpoints in sequence durltll!; some periods, whilst during others I
am proceeding according .to a definite program, e.g. when I explore means of solving an equation.. Every action in the latter
case is reviewed, ordered and related as a means of obtaining a
solution. Now, in order to order my life so that it is not a
meaningless succession of related and unrelated viewpoints, I
must attempt to obtain a viewpoint which \till supply a context
these many attitudes and thus provide me with an integrated
but flexible approach to experience. I do not want to lose any
of the advantages of my present v:iewpoints, which are reasonably well suited to handling the detail of my life, but I wish
to ensure that my scientific viewpoint is related to my artistic
viewpoint, 4!!tc. I want to be able to continually evaluate the
functional value o~each viewpoint to me and the reason for which
I am involved in the particular activities.
We find a similar problem in ~ in genera1. Different groups
in society hold views whose functiortal value for society as a
whole is difficult to establish in one and the same context. Each
occupies itself with some details or groups of details, e.g. religions, palaeontologists, trade associations" the nw, the John
Birch Society, radio astronomers~ tbe Olympic Committee, etc., but
it is not easy to understand what relationship they bear to one
another. Each apparently operates in an isolated field. It seems
easier to consider them as dealing ,dth isolated topics because of
the difficulty of visualizing a more comprehensive functional viewpoint, which would be apparently less adapted to detail and therefore less useful. It is however by deliberately not attempting to
recognize or define any such relationship that we prevent ourselves
from sensing any direcdon in society. This attitude as applied by
the individual to himSelf also tend~ to prevent him recognizing a
personal sense of direction and leads to difficulty in integrating
himself into society to obtain an optimum sense of fulfil1~~nte
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Definitions
TIle words 'viewpoint', 'purpose', and 'discipline' have already
been used in connection with the concept of direction. These
words will now be defined more clearly for later use.
a)

viewpoint (point of view I standpoint I point of reference)
These tel."nlS are considered synonymous. They describe a position taken up on the basis of certain assumptions, in particular the assumption of what is 'objective' a.nd what is 'subjective'. From such s position, moving elements of experience
can be evaluated or compared. In order to take up such s
position, El fixed method of looking at the envirotl1'!.lent must
be adopted. If it is not fixed then successive elements of
experience cannot be linked and viewpoints follow, and are
c.onditioned by· the environmental flux. A f:h:ed viewpoint is
malogous in its use to the Parisstanaard metre.<'Jt'he assumption
mllst be made that the length of the standard metre does not
•.
change over time
to be useful as a means of relating

secondary
It is useful to think of such a viewpoint as being at the or-lof a polar. coor.dinate system.. When we cottsciously evaluate in tems of a particular standpoint we are at the origin
of the coordinate system. ~1b.en we evaluate in terms of this
system without being conscious of tlle assumptions made, we have
reified the system and use its metric as a w~tter of habit without being in a position tG change it. It is suggested that we
can only occupy one viewpoint consciously at a particular instant, 'but that we can be operating in terms of more general
viewpoints some ofwhieh have been reified temporarily. So
that. for example, I can take up a scientific viewpoint and
assume its validity and then plunge into the details of an experi.ent. I have reified the scientific viewpoint and am operating in terms of it~ but I am using a particular experimental
viewpoint, and it is in terms of th<st that I am conscious ..
If a viewpoint is held consciou.sly, then it is possible to
choose to chan.ge to another viewpoint. If it is held as a
matter of habit~then this is not possible, and the change itself will be based on buit. In this ms.nner, it is suggested
that we order our experience within a hierarchy of such viewpoint systems. This hiera:rehy is discussed later in this part.

- 7 b)

purpose (as related to direction and motive)
The model attempts objectivelI to place the person using it
in relation to other vie,~oint8 in terms of his eurrently~
sUbj~ctively sensed purpose.
It is therefore important that
the subjective. directly cc;msciou8. galvanizing aspect of
pur.E0s.~ be distinguished from. the sense in which it is inferred indirectly from objective observation. often as mo~.
Whilst it may be easy to take tp a particular viewpoint consciously, it is necessary to act in terms of that viewpoint
to be able to maintain it and at the same time to minimize the
effects of extraneous distracting influences. Basically, purpose is this ability to arrive at, hold, and act consciously
in terms of, a viewpoint despite the distracting effect of unrelated environmental factors. Purpose is the only constant
element of consci9us experience when the swi tell from one vIewpoint to another is made. This definition allows for the fact
that the viewpoint may envisage the completion of a certain
task, e.g. the experimental verification of an hypothesis.
Purpose here represents the continuing ability to maintain
the viewpoint which envisages this end. But the definition
also allows for the ease where no defhliteoend can be consciOUSly identified, i.e. when the goal is not clearly defined
and only the inmiediate next step is known., even where the
latter is restricted to maintaining the status quo ion face
of environmental opposition.
It is possible to have a very clear purpose in tbe sense of
recognizing the succession of aet:..~ required to achieve the~,
without having the vdU to carry them to completion. These
three features are here combined into the definition of pu1'pose~ so that to be ptlrposeful carries the significance of
having the will to stick to the acts required to achieve the
envisaged end ..
The definition does not cover the questions of 'unconscious
purpose' and evolutionary directional developllleut. From. the
viewpoint definition it is clear that if one is not. conscious
that one
holding a particular viewpoint, one has either
forgotten why one consciously took
or else was unconsciously forced into it by the necessity to integrate environmental experierlces. In these cases the abiHty to maintain
the viewpoint is a question of habit which is in. harmony with
and reinforced by its environment &ld therefore not purpose
which operates to change the environment and i i t it to the
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individual, in the face of immediate environmental opposition. Habit is a feature of the e~lutionary process,
and the latter has direction -- society is evolving in
an ill-defined direction. but the end state of this process,
if any, is not known. By becoming consciously purposeful,
however, man gathers up his habits, evaluates and modifies
them., and initiates neW' courses of action, and thus increasingly defines the direction of development of himself
during his life and of society as a whole in the long-term.
£i&~ is therefore gradually becoming conscious of the directional trends in his environment and is replacing them, or recognizing his responsibility for them, by consciously established purposese
It. could be
of 'unconscious pu.rpose' t.hat it is explicitly
defined by, or embedded in~ the act and is therefore identical
with direction in the overall evolutionary sense. It is only
Whetl the aet
carried out reflectively, that is to say when
it is evaluated as it is being performed, that there is any
conscious detachment from it. The viewpoint from which this
is done could be said to be temporally equidistant from all
moments of the act s..l1d acts as a tim.e-bindeT, as opposed to
the former case where there is just action
response to the
environment without any link between tl~ elements of the act
than their cause and effect relationship. To hold this
viewpoint,
from the act~ requires purpose.

in

Purpose is not c:urrently an academically popular ternl. This
is compensated by its increasingly frequent use in daily speech,
politics and business management. People are increasingly concerned with criteria for decisions. The detail that appears
to be forgotten when ~ philosopher or a psychologist, who is
forced to be objectivel> cannot find 'purpose' is that in looking for purpose - if he does look - he has a purpose ,and he
has the 0"71:£ purpose that he could detect llhilst holding his
current v1.ewpoint. He will not find purposes somewhere else.
If he looks
.a pttrpose, as his purpose is to look. Purpose cannot
isolated from the act, since it is the ability
to hold, to be conscious of and perhaps even to define explicitly,
the relation
the elements relevant to the conscious act.
'I'he philosopher looldng in from the outside at an act whieh
is not his own:> or which he b not in the. process of performing,
is not relevant to that act and tberefore the purpose relation.
does not touch llim, so he cannot detect it. What both he and
the psychologist can and do detect is moti~e and causalitz,
or even evolutionary direction, as mentioned above. The reason
that these are detectable is that a socially agreed frame of

- 9 reference is supplied (in terms of a particular viewpoint) and it
is wi.thin this matrix that the a.ct is placed and viewed extemall.:x.
Tile act is reified and not considered internally through the momentary
dynamics of its executiou. '!'hus by the design of the approach,
only elements external to the act are detectahle. We are not sug•
h
. ,.
gestl.ng
t at t,as a.pproacn
l.n any way l.ncorrect, 51-nee l.t 1.8
the purpose of both the psychologist and the philosopher, in most
cases, to explain.
in this 'iflay,. Such an approach is the
basis of communication.
~

'1

D

fI!i

..

.~.

~mere

an individual
what he is tloing and is
responding
enviroument, the e::rtemal
is the only
one~
in this case the indivinot cons-ci~f2l
internality of the act. As was disconnection
direction, purpose is not yet 8. factor.
said that ~urpose only exists when it is defined con'~
in relationto""the pai'tiei'l'ir -ac.~-fi-r;;-this--act ·0£
that
act fro'tH
eta,tuB fo a habit.
In the
same way, the
exists
definition
and support.ed by
(c. f. H. Reichen:ref. 18)..
will attempt to show that when purpose
a
even
only defined as a first approximation to
a wrealipurpose'
be USed as a basis for the construction of
a
thf~
lis tea
the Introduction.

to note that when
a factor, 'purpose'
in speech rat'l.1er than 'motive ~ • For example, t tIle national
purpose t
used
t the national modve t , but we can speak
the f
, of
country,
~7a Of,) not participate in
its acts" In the S~
I speak of ~
purpose in writing this
paper' rather than Wmymotive ••• ', although again the reader could
speak o f ' (referring to mine)!, since he is looking
in from outdde~
in terms of
mctivea'l' however, is
tantamount to
conceiving
'from outside' as a
thing
te'.l:'tllS of an external frame of reference. ~1y recognition
of myself $ frominsi...fe1-;-wrdih is' the-bQT;"~of'- sense of individuality
is thus
and lost -- for it lies
in the interna1ity
act of takitlg
the ""iewpoint and related
frame of reference~
speaking of'
motives ••• ' I therefore
actively
from
sense of unity -except in the sense of
totality
features 'Which I
.." iew impe<,t·soru..Uy
eo~nwith other
This distinction may
illustrated by conskaering a mirror as analogous to the external frame of reference.. It is correct for me to
evaluate lily mat!ves in terms of measurable dat.aooncernillg my observed action.s In tIle mirror, Dlitt I lose th~ possibility of recognizing that I had a certain purpos! in looking into the mirror, i .. e.
in taking up that viewpoint. I chose to use that particular mirror.
Rere one
ordering experience in or through the mirror and not recognizing that one has a three-dimensional body independent of the

- 10mirror, of which the mirror image is only a two-dimensional projection (cf. Plato's cave). It is only as the three-dimensional body
that one can recognize purpose and choose to change to another mirror.)
The strength of the holding power of purpose increases with the degree of consciousness and explicitness of purpose. If our governing
purposes are not defined consciously, then we are ruled by environmental factors and habit. The purposes we do have are then embedded
in a context of habit. The greater the extent to which our purposes
can be made~licit, the greater our ability to act in terms of our
chosen ends. Once a purpose has been explicitly defined, its validity Can be tested by whether one accepts the sacrifices or priorities it demands. It is only byhavlng an explicit purpose that a
conc1usion can be reached, and only by reaching a conclusion is it
possible to evaluate the whole act in terms of the overall purpose
that gave rise to it~ in order to be relatively free to formulate
the l1ext subsidiary purpose.
c)

discipline (sa related to function)
Discipline is used to refer loosely to any organized, non-habitual
response to the environment. Each viewpoint, if it is held often
enough by enough people" results in a discipHne. It is used
here to cover ortanized response in the most consciously~ private
sense through to modes of experience as organized'in the mClfJt universal psyc.ho'-Bocial funetions~ e.g. art~ religion, sc.ience, etc.

:~.r~nt

The viewpoints we hold vary in degree of comprehensiveness. The viewpoint I hold when fixing
shoelace now, is not as comprehemdve as
that from which I consider my f~ily life. In the latter case, the
many viewpoints I hold during time spent w~th my family are linked by
the vie}~oint ! l!oldwhenI con~ider family life. Clearly~ if I wish
to establish what I am doing each action for, all the time~to detePDine
its relevance to my purposes, I must try to work back to the most comprehensive 'viewpoiut(s) I Cb
•
It is
that I do so as can
be seen from Fig. 1.
Unless I

:reICO~~l1i,ze

vileWllt)j,tH;~

viet¥point 'A'
or
w 11 these tt!€) viewpoints
Similarly,* unless

sueeess1vely vie'Wpoints fb f and

t

Achieving
first time

'1

Stlcc.esaively
related subject

r

hold

'pt

~~hilst

experience from
two
t Af from'
and t b t
and a process of

-11the above basis there are clearly many levels of viewpoint,
from that required to consider the flicker of a speek. of dust
to the most comprehensive. But since each viewpoint represents
a definite degree of integration of experience, it should be
possible to isolate major transitions in viewpoint, as a first
ap;eroximation to the characteristics of different types of viewpo1nt. Such transitions should be reflected in the historical
development of ideas in society and also in the growth of individuals within society. A first stage could therefore lead from
a mythical moment by moment involvement in the environment to
the point where the elements of the environment have been 01>jectified. The individual gradually separates himself conceptually from his environment and evaluates his immediate experience
in terms of his current position, a first viewpoint level. A
second stage 1'ltLght lead through involvemEult in the many cycles
of habits and other rhythmic activity required to ensure an
ordered life, to the point where experience is evaluated in
terms of this cyclical life experience, namely a second viewpoint
level. And finally, since a progression in this ordered life
results from attempts to a.chieve certain life objectives, a directional element is introduced which can only be evaluated with respect to a. third
level.
On

le~k'P()ln,t lliiOi.y

held with

to'physical, emotional

The distinction l~(de between emotional and
all emotion is that
cotm'l'lOnly
one,
ex:perien.ce which IDQ.)·
represented by such phrases as 'I like him'
idea.s t • 14ental is t11a t experienc.e which m.,<l:Y be
likeable' or he
such O'hra.~e.:s a.s 'I
is mentally v~stable •

The L~ree viewpoints are
in the next sections for
each of the three types of experience, for both the individual
and for society as a.
a.pproach
used as a means of
introducing an approximation to a satisfactory model which is
then
to
of this viewpoint

1

to my body

In
point

up a certain viewsystem by
I
m}~ e:nvireJmn.ent.
This

- 12 A ~ond ph)"s.~ca.l viewpoint is required, once the body is moved,
to integrate the experience between succeeding locations and set
up aframwork to relate them. It is suggested that in our daily
life we have a limited number of kay points which act as centres
for a coordinate network by which we can assess our position. Examples of such points are home, office, and club. For example,
I always gauge my position iJl terms of how far I am from home or
office. Note that we continue to evaluate our moment by moment
experience with respect to our immediate body position, the first
viewpoint level, but we integrate this into a framework constituted
by our second level viewpoints. If they were not so integrated,
"le would not be able to find our 'ftTay from one place to another.
Now, to further clarify the meaning of 'viewpoint', note that I
do not need to be conscious of holding the viewpoint in this case.
I do not have to recognize it or consciously gauge wllere I am in
relation to the house. But in this case my experience merely becomes a succession of occasions gove~ed by habit and the first
viewpoints I successively hold." It is only when I recognize my
viewpoint - generally because I have a particular purpose - that
I introduce my long-term unity into my experience. For example~
when I go shopping~ it is only this 'going shopping' viewpoint that
gives meaning to and links the succession of activities involved.
If one moves one's home from one town to another, a third ehysical
viewpoint is required to integrate the physical life experienced
at-the two locations.. This can best be described as the viewpoint
of the experienced traveller, since only through repeating such
transitions can one arrive at this viewpoint and not relate all
intervening experience in terms of distance from home. l~ote that
at each location, as a home, a set of second and first level viewpoints is set up.
11

Individual - Emotional Viewpoints
Emotions represented by the phrases 'I am attracted to this',
'I am repulsed by that', which fluctuate in response to the immediately present environment, represent changes which occur with
respect to a new type of viewj)Oint. These are emotions which are
felt against the background of the current mood, wllich may last
an hour or a day. It is the mood which supplies them with a context
and governs their scope. Emotions are positive or negative with respect to the standard set by the mood. The mood may therefore be
termed the first emotional v~e~o~n~.

- 13 Moods are however evaluated against the background of the emotional
tone of one's life. ~~ods are positive or negative with respect
to the tone. The tone is the resultant of the emotional life and
contacts in one's home, club. office, ete. It is to some extent
represented by such generalizations as the is a cheeful (gloomy,
etc.) fellow'.
may be termed the'!~£~~~1'!~tio~al v~eYJP~.
Over e period of years a change from one second viewpoint to another may take
say from 'cheerful i to ¥ gloomy'. This
change lS if it is controlled, must be a change with respect to
criterion ~- otherwise one's emotional experience in the two
states C&illot be related and
is no overall continuity. A
thfrd emotional viewpoint
required to integrate the experience
"at and betweel1'·i:fie" two different states.

I nmy
equation.

on the stib:rect
The thoughts

jects are
I place
tackle

connected

what, time it
or how to so hre aI'"
I have as I pOllderone of t.hese
made relevant by the context into which

and by their reference to the problem I aU'!. facing. 'fo
a problem, I adopt what may be termed the first mental
viewpoint ._.- it confines itself to the subject at hand-andupresents
"an or"dering and application of scattered t.houghts. Note tha.t if I
have ~ forgotten wha.t I was
!If
then I have momentarily lost this
vie\lpoint.

I may change from a. theoretical probl~nto an experimental
This
occursw1tb.in tlu:: context of one of my particular
discipline or 'wa,ys of looking at things $ which is only mine by
virtue of my ability to hold the viewpoint required in terms of
~ha; discipline. This. may be termed the .$e~~,!d men~~1:._"!~~~~ll~ -1t 1ntegrates my mental experience within my science or d1sc~pl1ne.

Now~

one.

W

Finally, I may cllaage my mode of looking at things over a period
of years from~ say, scientific. to artistic (in the critical ~ense)
or some
d:Lsciplined approach. Such a change~ to ensure c.ontin~ity, should occur with respect to a.~~~!~~tal vie~o~~.
If ::Lt does not y then my mental experience U1 these two areas u
unrelated. The contexts are not connected and they are completely
isolated sets of experienee~ without any common meaning. This is
the problem which many people face today. llow does one arrive at
this third mental viewpoint and link one's experience in these fields?
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IV

Individual - Overall Viewpoints
We have seen that it is possible to arrive at a position where
one's physical, emotional and mental experiences are each individually integrated. But we have not mentioned any viewpoint
or context which could link these three areas of experience.
Such a viewpoint would however exist if the three 'third' viewpoints were identical as in the case where there was an overall purpose in life. For in such a ease every type of experience
is evaluated in terms of its value as a means to that end.
Having considered the major types of individual viewpoint,we find
a parallel set of viewpoints held by society as a whole.

I

Society - Physical Viewpoints
Up Ulltil a few centuries ago society's view of the universe
was strictly geocentric. The heavens were assumed to move
about the Earth. This is the fi;,z:st 'phJ?s~c..!!. viewpoint and
corresponds to the pre-Copernican era. It is still used however in dclilY life as a first approximation and therefore the
BUll still 'rises'.
The development from this point of view W.1S the work of Copernicus and Kepler. They introduced a new view of the Earth's
relationship to the solar system by determining that the Earth
moved, and it moved around the sun. This may be termed the
second E1;lysical vie!l?0int.
Having determined how it does move, we are just beginning to
assess how long-term changes in this movement will affect us
and W'hat we should do about it. For example there has been
speculative COIll11ideration on whether the Eartb should be moved
into a different orbit when the sun ternperature starts changing.
Tbbeorresponds to a .third. ph,Isiead. _,,:~ewpoi.~t; -- with respect
to wbat criteria should we plan and control our environment~
and into what is it developing.

11

Society - Emotional Viewpoints
The first emotional viewpoint is best represented by the bacl~
ground to the day" today'-fluctuation in the content of newspaperheadl~nes and scandals.
This background is the current
mood o~ .society as conveyed in such expressions ttberoaring
twenties', 'life in the sixties', ete. Since the Earth is
not integrated physically yet~ these expressions apply principally to Western· society.
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These social moods have to be viewed against the background of
the tone of the era. This tone, the .!econd emotional vie!point,
is indicated by such expressions as the present 'permissive era',
'the Victorian era', etc.
The change from era to era is such a slow process that it is
difficult to speculate on the significance of the criteria with
respect to which such a change would be made. Perhaps in time
to come society will plan to cultivate certain emotions for
certain periods, but the third emotional vie!point;, in terms of
which this l10uld be done, is a long way off.
III

Society -

!~ntal

Viewpoints

Society is currently concerned with ideas related to certain topics.
For example, we have the space race, the population explosion,
drugs, etc. Each of the latter represents a first mental view'p'o~nt with respect to which ideas bearing on these top i"cs· areordered.
These topics are discussed in terms of the set of categories
currently approved by society. This intellectual framework represents the se_c~nd ment~l viewpoint.
Over time the set of categories changes as we have seen recently
with the introduction of the scientific method which largely replaced the scholastic approach. Again such changes occur over
such long periods'tthat we do !lot register with respect to what
thiz:d menta.~_..vie:,!£,!i~ such changes are taking place.
IV

Society - Overall Viewpoints

Where is society going at the moment? W11at does the human race
want to achieve? '\rlhat sort of social standards do we want?
These questions would be answered in terms of an overall purpose which might exist if the three f third v viewpoints above
were identical.
ward taking up

future.

So far we have only
viewpoint and

tentative mo"ires tofor our long-teYm
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PART 11 - DEVELOPHENl' OF MODEL

Viewpoint Model
Having shown the different types of viewpoint in Part It a
means of representing the relationship between them in a
simple physical model, is required. Note that at each of the
physical, emotional and mental levels, the first two viewpoints
are with reference to the experience at the level itself. The
third viewpoints demand coordination from some otber point Which
will effectively justify the existence of the level. For integrated experience, the three levels should be coordinated with
respect to the same viewpoint. As a firl!:t: appr~ximatioll; it
seemed useful tor~present this situation by a model analogous
to that of the Bohr atom or solar system, both in the case of
the individual and of society (and simila.rly of groups). This
was suggested by the historical stages in development of knowledge of the solar systeIil. See Fig. 2.
In Fig.2 each sphere represents sensitivity to experience at a
different level4 The fact of this consciousness at a particular
level results ini~ially (e.g. in a growing child) in involvement
i1l. t~ £e.rce2t~1. ~envir':!!~t; &id eventually in ohjectivication
of the environment and conceptU41 detachment frmn it in terms of
the first viewpoints. At the same time there is a spin effect
which fragmentizes experience until it is integrated. by recognition of cyclical pattern or rhythmn in terms of the second
viewpoints. Finally, there is also a revolution effect which
requires integration of any experience of progression-in the
cycle in terms of the third viewpoints. These effects complicate
understanding of the environment at each level on initial exposure to it. As aresulta:ssumptions have to be made. that these
effects do not exist:, in order that direct experience can be
ordered. Subsequently, as a result of development, these assumptions can be succ~ssively droPped, when it is possible to integrate
the direct experience within the cyclic experience within experience'of progression.
The viewpoint breakdown discussed in Part I was with respect to
maj or viewpoint transitions. l<le believe that an analogous or
parallel breakdown can be found for any subsidiary viewpoints
that are taken up. First one is involved in the ne'tl1 relationship
to data, then this is seen in re lat>ion to similar viewpoints, and
finally one is atv-are of a progression or developrnent to other viewpoints. The major transitions were discussed in order to clarify
the introduction of the above model.
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N<)osphere 11Od~~
Now, although the viewpoint model appears to provide a representation of the relationship between viewpoints, it is abstract
in concept and does not stress any degree of unification and convel'gence, nor does it clearly link the individual to society.
Themethed used by 'reilhard de Chardin (ref. 26) to stress the
significance of the unity of the world of thought was the concept gfthe noosphere - a sphere of thought building up around
tile Earth. In the terms in which we have dis ti1.lguished emotional
and mental experience, the noosphere may be visualized as consisting of two concentric spheres around the physical Earth (see
Fig.).
Layers within these spheres at increasing distance from the physical Earth may be thought of as representing an increasing degree of organization and unification, or increasing 'entropy'.
A 'personal noosphere' to represent an equivalent development in
the life of the individual may be introduced in a corresponding
manner. For as an individual grows, he has to acquire an increasingly powerful coordinative apparatus in an analogous manner.
This creation of increasingly elaborate organization may be thought
of as taking place in each oftbe physical, emotional and mental
spheres. In the case of society, the concept cor.-:esponds to
'reiihard de Chiirdin's 'complexification' - but in this model it
is a progressive complenfication witnin each sphere, although
physical organization may be accompanied or preceded by emotional and mental organization.
Now, to the extent that new layers are added or 'activated' with
the passage of time, more embracing and fundamental unifying
structures will be formed. In effect there is a convergence
upon the conscious elucidation of the structure and reasoning
behind every aspect of the functioning of society (arthe individual) as the 14ye1:S build up. It would seem that we could describe this as a sphere building outward which i:n some way was also
building iuward on itself. This seems to correspond to Teilhard
de Chardin' s cOncept of_ 'enroulement organique sur sort-meme'.
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Combined Model
Let us see whether we can combine this concept of unification
and convergence with the coordinating and directional emphasis
of the viewpoint model formulated earlier. We can define a
relationship between two types of space (A and :8)>> such that:
(i)

eveg point on the surface of a sphere in one space (A)
is also, at the same time, a point on the surface of a
sphere in the other space (B);

(ii) points on .ip.ereas~n.l diameter concentric A spheres are

points

on.decre~1ng

concentric B spheres.

These two conditions result ift a model which was first developed
by Jaeob Steiuer (ref. 25).
The A space will be taken as our ordinary space centred, for simplicity's sake, upon the physical Earth and surrounded by the emotional arid mental spheres, as described in the ~sfher~ mo~~~. The
B space t~erefore constitutes what we will term an ~!~z:.li!..~ac-:.
The relat~onship between the two spaces may be crudely represented
by Fig. 4, but this fails to do justice to the fact that the centre
of the B space can only be related mathematically to the A space -no two-dimensional drawing will suffice.
Now, it is only at the point of minimum' entropy' for our society,
the centre of the inverse space, that all individual and group
views a.re reconciled with regard to experience in society. It
is only from this viewpoint that the overall function of the incHvidual in society and of society as a. whole can be recognized. We
will therefore consider the centre of the inverse space as the centre
of _~~~~ the individual and society viewR0:!.nt models developed earlier.
The centre of inverse space (or B space) may be considered to be
related to Teilhard de Chardin's 'point Omega', for it ,is only when
the potentialities of this point have been expressed or embodied
in structure that society will be able to consciously fulfil and
direct its functions. (In religious terminology, the 'line' link....
ing an individual's current viewpoint and this centre of inverse
space represents the 'way to C-od', for it is only along;this line
that the existence and m.eaning of more comprehensive organizational
structures may be increasingly understood.) The two spaces also
give a physical representation of Teilhard de Chardin's centrifugal
and centripetal forces, if we consider that each centre is a centre
of attraction (attraction to mass and attraction to unity respectively). At the same ti~, the two spaces, as potenti!l fields,
are a representation of the two types of energy, phys~~al (i.e.
ordinary space) and 'psychical' (Le. inverse spa.ce) / which are
mentioned by Teilhard de Chardin.
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In summary, therefore, the remaining conditions defining the
model are:
(iii)

'mass' (representing organization) is of such a nature
that its 'density' (r~presenting cOlllplexity) is proportional to its 'entropy';

(iv)

the centre of the A-space sphere is the point of maximum density, and the centre of the B-space sphere is the
point of minimum. entropy.

Having outlined the model ~~d the nature of the two extreme centres,
it is now necessary to explain iu utility in emphasizing direction and synthesis at stages of organization (physical, emotional,
or mental) between the two extremes. For a particular level, say
mental, it is clear that some organizational structures are more
unifying than others. Einstein's General Theory of R.elativity
links more than does Ohm's Law. According to our model, these
structures correspond to viewpoints which should be.on a 'higher'
ordinary space shell or a flower' inverse space she:.l:l. This
gradual transition to greater organizing power could be better
represented if we consider each major level (physical, emotional,
mental) as being divided up into a series of shells. (cf. fitfst
and second 'quantum numbers'). Note that a Viewpofnt taken up on
any particular shell will have an ordinary space aspect anel an inverse space aspect. So that from the shell the ordinary space
aspect "Would effectively constitute a spherical body (attracting
'mass'), indicating the unity of the viewpoint (e.g. the scientific
'world'). The inverse space aspect would be represented by concentric shells of relevant, more powerful viellpOints, Ol: specialities in the space surrounding it, illustrating the attempts to
achieve greater unity with respect to a particular viewpoint.
Note that when we hold a viewpoint this inverse space aspect i.s
sensed to be ~ll around' our current viewpoint.
1!~ture o~.~p!~~.Model

The purpose of this section is to convey a general impression
of the nature of the sociocultural spa.ce created in the model by
relating it to,expressions used in daily speech which suggest
some aspects of it. Details of tile space will be discussed in
the next section.
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We have described a space in which an individual has at any
one instant three viewpoint locations, namely his physical
location, his emotional location and his mental location.
These represent the points where he has his 'being' at anyone
time. Each individual must have three such unique loca.tions
although they t:'.&Y change from moment ID moment, since he must
choose to experience in three such ways whatever choice he
!llskes.
The space is the volume created by the physical organization
of societ:l~ together with the emotional and mental environments of society. and may be visualized here, in inverBe space
terms 9 as three concentric spherical bands of possible viewpoints (cf. electron cloud model of the atom) centred on the
hypothetical point of :maximum unity" Each location in each
band represents a different mode of experience which maYlI if
commonly held, give rise to some :f·ormal organization in societi~. It is jnly by a change of purpose that an individual
or group can give rise to anether viewpoint, which is . then
effectively constituted by its own rel~tive coordinate system.
In visualizing this space it is most important to recognize

that the path of nww:me.nt through it is complex and results
from a change of purpose and the resulting viewpoint. If one
specia~izea, one moves in towards the centre of the space
(expla<pned in Part 11) but is tied to the more generCtl viewpoint currently held~ so that the greater the specialization
the less the movement (see Fig.a). Consequently the path of
permissable movement from one part of the space to another is
very complex. It is complex because the gradual shift in a pa~
ticular viewpoint in real life is a very complex phenomenon.
Tne space is complex in another sense. namely that it contains
every viewpoint ever held in the history of thegrovth of society -- manyo! whi.cl1 are no longer accessible to us. It
also has the viewpoints of the growing infant which are similarly inaccessible~ since these represent the direction from
which individuals grow into the region of conscious membership
of society. The following paragraphs illustrate our intuitive knowledge of the more evident features of this space
as expressed in daily speech.
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From a particular viewpoint which one is holding one is
'aware of the existence' of other viewpoints. This may be
looked upon as the ability to 'see' other viewpoint bodies
in the space~ rather as stars and planets are seen from the
Earth. Those that one is not 'aware of' cannot be 'seen'.
All that is received from those seen is the 'light', which is
the anly link indicating bare knowledge of their existence.
To the extent tha.t one 'knows something about that way of
looking at things', one can resolve features of the viewpoint
body or analyse the light from it. To the extent that a
viewpoint is said to be 'important', i.t features prominently
in that section of space. To the extent that one is attracted
or repelled by a particular viewpoint, one is aware of some
'inter-mass at~action or repulsion'.
Since each viewpoint represents a different method of treating
and defining data, the problem of communication between viewpoints is twofold. Either one must take up viewpoints A and
B successively, which involves a transformation of coor.dinate
systems due to a complete change of purpose (required to enable him to adapt to the experiences at B). Or the holder of
viewpoint :B must learn how to perceive the same order in data
as at A, by learning to construct or transform a specialized
section of his viewpoint into an analogue of that at A. This
gives B an approximation to the functional apparatus required,
but because it is constructed as a detail of B, it is by definition distant from A and therefore not as sensitive to the
data seen in terms of A. This data will therefore appear to be
less relevant from B or even nonsense if the distance is too great.
Clearly)' if two individuals or groups have similar purposes then
the degree of translf:oraation required for them to 'see eye to
eye' would be small, since they are by definition already in
the same region ofspaee. Hence their problems of communication
are considerably reduced.
If one changes a purpose for the first time, one alters a viewpoint and 'sees things differently!, i.e. one is exposed to a
different part of the space. If people are 'poles apart' their
ability to communicate is implied to be zero, if each does not
understand what the other is advocating (i.e.. they cannot t see'
each other), or else their viewpoint systems are so oriented that
they view or define data in opposing ways so that they are 'utterly
opposed to one another t •
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APPLICATION 01' MODEl.

The ~del should be able to represent the link between individual, group and society for each of the three levels of experience, physical, emotional and mental, and have the properties
listed in the Introduction. Mental experience will be considered
first.
Mental Experience
a) ~~~ietI
Starting with the totality of mental experience in society, it
may be represented within the model by viewpoint shells with
viewpoints corresponding to each of the main disciplines, e.g.
art, science, etc. The different shells would therefore represent differing levels of de~elopment or organization of the
cons ti tuent viewpoints. The more organized the viewpoint for
a particular discipline, the higher the shell on which it will
be located. The mental 'body' or nucleus of society;; about
which these viewpoint shells are concentric, is equivalent to
the lowest level of the mental nooo¥!lere. It is the viewpoint
common to all mental experience (perhaps a recognition of other
minds or a sense of humanity).
Bach of the~e disciplines, as viewpoints on a particular shel1~
itself constitutes a whole with viewpoints respect to it, e.g.~
science has all the subdivisions of science. Similarly, a particular subdivision of science has its own subdivisions, e.g.
chemistry has inorganic chemistry (see Fig. 7).
Because of their specialization, the subdivisions can achieve
a greater degree of unification within their limited subject
area, and 'll'tay therefore be further toward the inverse space
centre. They are effectively on higher viewpoint shells with
re.s.pect to the main division. The main division is the highest
common factor. But to the extent that specializatio~ increases,
the incremental increases in the degree of unification achieved
in successive subspeeialities are represented by smaller increments in overall unification. This illustrates the fact that
if an out of the way scientific speciality is highly organized,
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this does not represent as great a degree of overall unification
as if a main division of science achieved a greater degree of
organization. In order for a speciality to make (gonsiderable
ao.vances lO the discipline as a ll1hole must advance. This is further clarified by lig. I,I 10
It must be remembered in considering the various stages of this
model that, whereever a viewpoint is taken up, it will consist
of an ordinary space base surrounded by unifying concepts further toward the centre of inverse space. This is how the si tuation is best visualized. It is also possible to visualize just
the gradations of ordinary or inverse space potential <as in
Fig. 8), but this only gives limited logical clarity -- the value
of tl~ model lies in the complexity at the inverse/ordinary transition at any particular level, for this is the point of moment
by moment experience.
We have shown how the pattern of the totality of mental experienceand points of view in society may be represented. It is
now necessary to show how the individual (or groups) with particular viewpointsltrelates himself to this pattern, and thus
becomes a social being.
!Bdi!!du!!l_ in_§~!!.!:I
As a person grows up he is forced to re~~ize the importance
of the division of labour and knowledge in society and the need
for him to specialize. As a result he delesates responsibility
for evaluation of the l:llajodty of his ~(ies of "experience. For
example, if he decides to become a scientist, he implicitly delegates his potential responsibility for artistic creation to
the artists, for philosophical advances to the philosophers,
and so on. The more he specializes within his chosen field,
the more he delegates responsibility for the way he thinks with
respect to experience in fields excluded from his spec;iality.
In this manner he i:)ecomes actively the l:llaster of one field, but
i5 forced to passively accept the ruling of e'A1')(!rts which he has
effecti~ely delegated to study in other fields.

b)
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As a child he was potential master of all these tI10des of experience, but due to the rapidity of growth and education, he
will suddenly find himself in one or two functions with the remaining functions forgotten or in an extremely rudimentary state.
And most probably he will not recognize any functional connection
between the more and the less developed specialities, other than
through the habits he has carried.with him. He has effectively
become cut off from experience as a Whole man, '1'11 the sense of
healthy balanced use of all functions (cf. E. Cassirer.ref. 5).
Bow is this situation represented in the model?
As a member of society he has, at any particular moment, a de-

finite position on the mental nocsphere of society, just as a
wm always has some definite position on the surface of the
Earth. But as a specialist, be also has a definite position
within the ,gerld noosphere of his speciality (which being more
org,anized is on a higher viewpoint shell). As a member of a
school wi thin that speciali ty, he has a defin!te place in the
world or noosphere of that school, and so on up to his own
private viewpoint» as is shOtm in
• 11.
Note that in his progressive speeialization~ if he is continually conscious of the fact that he has implicitly delegated
responsibility for theother functions, and of the functional
connection bet",veen the main body and his specialitY, th~n he
will 'ba-aware that the subsidIary bodies revolve "aboutj'i: the
main body, Le" that his speciality performs a particular function
for society as a whole. Butj> to the extent thet he is too involved
in his own speciality and has forgotten his delegation of the other
functionsl> and possibly-that leading to his own speciality, then
he will consider that the main body and all the other subsidiary
bodies revolve around his viewpoint body, Le. he will not recognize any functional connection. And the main body, which represents tile level ~twhich he receives the basic experience as Cl.
member of huYuanity, merely becomes e viewpoint, subsidiary to
that of his speciality. He then 'sees' the motions of these bodies
as
irregular and unordered, for
most part (particularly
compared with the order of his speciality), in the same way
as did the early astronomers view the motions of the planetary bodies. This is a representation of the reason that the breakdown
of knowledge is so disputed andtzonfused. Confusion is probably
increased due to subdivision shell viewpoints being equally fulfilling to the individual hO~lever specialized, beca.use at: each
shell its constituent viewpoints parallel the functiona.l feat~~.s
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(and necessities) of the main division. In this wya we can get
an artistic, philosophic, etc. way of looking at scientific
results. On this point E. Spranger (ref. 24, p.3) says: "tu
each section of mental life, though in different proportions,
all mental attitudes are present. EaCh total mental act displays to the analyzing ovserver all the aspects into which the
mind could possibly be differentiated."
c)

9!Use_!!!_~£!2!!!!

We must now show how a man can switch from one discipline or subdivision to another. It has already been stated that a man does
not take up every possible viewpoint during a life time. As things
stand", he couldnot even if he wanted to, but it is more important
to indicate why t from the model, he very definitely does not want
to and only restricts himself to a limited range, which changes
gradually over the years.
Consider the representation of a particular viewpoint shell as
shown in Fig.U'.. A person takesi,up a particular mental viewpoint
in the shell, with respect to the main subject. Neighbouring viewpoints on one side tri.ll be viewed, according to his lights, as progresd'7ely behind the times (because successively less organized)"
and on the other .as too new (tentative greater organization) to
have been properly established. Be is not restricted to the view
he takes and may take up any of the neighbouritig vieWs or specialize into their subdivisions. But thue appear to be decreasingly
relevant as the distance from his most fi:'equent viewpoint increases.
Different individuals have different abilities to take up or sdi us t to· a scale or spectrum of such views.
Although the individual is striving toward greater unity (i.e. toward the centre of inverse spaee via a'J'iigher viewpoint shell),
his effective movement :h~ thr(>ugh the mcompleted or unactivated
'v{eweoints around-t~sUb~jeei-(see Fig':l3Y; until he con-"
alders the viewpoin.t shell is eomplete and a new 81e11 can be started ..
Thus in. society at anyone time there will be groups and individuals 'Working over a range of neighbouring viewpointfii from the rearguard to the avantgarde.
We have recognized the movement toward greater unity. In practice,
however, development within a discipline is much more gradual than
the above process would imply and we suggest that viewpoint shells
are built up toc~letion at a number of subsidiary levels, before
a new viewpoint 'sWt is 'started "at the main division level.
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There seems to be some carElover or parallel between developments
in one field and in another. In practice developments in science
have an effect. or parallel in art and philosophy, etc., e.g. re14tivity, surrealism and existentialism. This effect is not so
evident in the development of the individual, alt.hough it is probable thltt in taking up lA particular speciality, an individual
carries over his inclinations from t.he general to the particular,
so that he starts with the viewpoint corresponding to the main
division viewpoint held.. One of the reasons for this paper is
that the insights into the particular are apparently only rarely
and by chance bronght over into the general ..
We must distinguish here between the switch in viewpoint as a re-

sult of the daily habit eycle (shown in Fig. 12) t the change in
viewpoint of an individual over a uumber of years, and the actual development of knowledge within the discipline. The latter
is represented by the extension of the delegated pattern within
total men.t.al experience of society" It implies that another
potential mental position has become acceptable. The switcb of
'viewpointa as a result of a pattern of habits fs triggered in
each case
an envircn.tmenta,l factor to which the currEmtly held
viewpoint b not ad~pted.,

Although OV'l'lr a number of years an individual is unlikely to c.hange
from being principally scientifically inclined to artistically
inclined (except during the growth periOd), he is nmch tl10re likely to change between branches of science, say cbemistry to physics,
and even more inclined to cltWage between particular views of his
chosen speeiality, chemistry.. Assuming that such changes are
always made to produce a greater iegree of 'n1ity, then it could
be said, from the i.'l1Odel, that the tcn~~n2 _to _~hep c~mpletion .eroceeds more ~aE!~l~ ~~~~ I~~ater d
of;seecia14za;10~.
high degree of special1zatJ.on is
e a !u.gh I~ 1n a ear.. It
enables one to maintain a high speed.. Cl1anging the level of
specialization is like changing ttear t
the highest level of
generalization being the moB t powerfuL)

CA

In the same way, if we consider the ~ociety pattern, the degree
of completion represented hl. science'9'Y the 19th century n,,>t;~r
ia1ht synthesis ia~.rely met with" .
development
with:ba. subdivisions and specialities and it is here t.hat the viewpoint~hells are relatively rapidly completed and new fields are
opened out.
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Note that although a ahell may have been c::ompleted in. the society pattern" so that society as a whole has incorporated a
ahell of views, the 'outdated' viewpoints in. earlier shells
are still of value. In partIcular, any growing indIvIdual will
probably have to pass through them (an ontic distorted duplication of phylic development) even if only fleetingly. If
the educ.ation system is not good and cannot show him the link
to succeeding views, then he may well get stuek and eycle through
the functions with respect to some particular 'outdated' view.
In addition, sophisticat.ed views only operate in sophisticated
sQciety. In cases where sophisticatiol1 drops away, as in wars,
then possibly lower shell views may in some eases be more applicable to the situation.

d) !!d!!.!~!1:_!!!~_~~-!:!
Up to this point we have discussed the individual in terms of
the relationship of his viewpoints to the general pattern of
views in society. But any particular ind!vit;\ual holding a viewpoint at a particular level may also be considered as dwelling
as an o;Ji:ganis.m in the lloosEhere corresponding to that level. He
will react with other indi"Vi,duals and data on that level in terms
of the viewpoints which he tends to hold. For these viewpoints
represent the manner in which he unifies his experience on that
particular level, and to the extent that he will always attempt
to further unify his experience in any interaction:. he will
attempt to complete the viewpoint shell in terms of which he reacts 9 in a manner analogous to that of reactions be~een atoms.
On a particularnoosphere level we may therefore speak of a more
or less developedec»s,Zstem of interacting organisms at different
stages of developni'iii. '(it is Tu -these terms that Teilhard de
Chardin and Sir J'ulian Hwtley can speak of man having just reached
the mental stage of being to draw himself out of the biological
mud onto dry land.) In terms of the model there would be a
'chemistryi and a 'thermodynamics' (cf. Sir J'ulian Ruxley Spea1?8
metaphorically of a psychosocial temperature and pressure). as
well as an r ecology' at each level.
On the noosphere collections of the same type of organism eould
be visualized as herds or crowds, whilst in the atomic sense they
would be simultaneously represented as a particular element in
the solid, liquid or gaseous phase prevailing under the existing
conditions.
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At each level each individual has an aspect of unity in the sense
that he is to a greater or lesser extent conscious of a degree
of, unity further toward the centre of inveltse space. Be also
ha.s an aspect of diversity in the sense that he can choose to
adopt any combinatIon of 'a wide range of viewpoints and subsidiary viewpoints with respect to his changea.ble body position,
conditions and choice of reactions with other indivuduals on
tha.t pa.rticular level.
PhIsical and . E1!0t!£.l!&l~!rience
Experience at these levels is treated in a simila.r manner within
the model. This will not be discussed in detail here, since the
main problem. is the integration and convergen.ce within mental experience. The model does however bring out the importance of the
trend to global physical integration.
COnsideration of phys!"! experience does illustrate a feature
which. will clarify the conceptual model u a whole, namely the
t:r.ansi tion between ordinary and inverse space as experienced in.
ordinarj space.
'
Society has ri!!;ached the level of organization. where we no longer
have only thev~sible features created by Nature on the Earth's
surface, Le. mountains, rivers!, etc. Ye now ha.ve roads and cities.
latter represent the formalization and embodiment of wboles
or cen,tras which we have defined. by our pattet1!s of conscious
actIvIty;- We l1Iipeak of London asa f financial .centre f , etc. , and
we conduct our physical lives with respect to :many such centres.
In the s.ame way my home is a centre for "!Ir'J personal u: fe. These
centres are loeador..s that we have!, since our nomadic days, progressivelyqefined to govern our physical lives as social beings.
Now the outward visible features of such organization r~preseut,
from the model, the ordinary space aspect (equivalent 91:) the mental noosphere)" whilst to the extent tfe sense the pull of these
places as 'centres'" we are recognizing the iuverse space aspect.
lie cm see how the visible buildings represent a conglomera.tion
of organization about the centre of a city, say, and how suburbs
and individual buildings represent secondary and tert.iary levels
of organization about subddiary ceutres. Ye also recognize that
ca~icatlon is only effective with other centres when a person
communicates with his 'opposite uumher' in the other centre, i.e.
a person who has a si.milar function with respect to his own centre.
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<~d.~~~sual <~:r8:~~~~ ,~..£lari~!..~~~ Conceptual ~~el

The individual t s point of view within this conceptual model can
clarified by considering the following audio-visual display
facility which illustrates some of its features.

b~

A man sits alone in the centre of a spherical room. The wall is
divided into sectors~ each of which can portray (by back projecdon or 'IV) a subdivision of the discipline in which the person
is presently involved.. He can thus look at a continuing series
of films on activity in each area pertinent: to his current fhald ..
As
looks at each sector)) the sound track pertinent to that fiI.
is relayed to h:tm.. '1'be sectors correspond to the viewpoints in
a particular viewpoint shell with respect to his ellrrent viewpoint
(represented by his position at the centre of the room).
man has a, first set of S'twitcbes hef(,n:e him. He may choo8e~
at the touch of -.;: r,:t1teb. 1 to~.!.~~a~iz~ into one of the
displayed
him" The switch repla,ces all the ctlrrently pro"·
jected into each sector by films
to the subdhrisions or
vi.ewpoints of the cl10sen spedality. Re may continue to study
these
or
into one
. sectors ~ and so
on down to the couceptual treatment of the finest detail. l:;fote
that
location ~:ri thin the
experience is governed and
defined
series of views
't1hic11
has speciali2ed,
to the i&'!.O!;jt
his positive
choices and" negatively~ his delegation or rejection of responsibility for other vi~~s.
The man
whf.ch activate successive
sectors
currently e.'!tPosed. This re"
presents the development of a particular viewpoint shell.

from

control the degree of
to the same sp~eiality
g~e viewpoint, hut

vi.ewpoint shell.

He could there-

development followed through
current state of abstractions.
swltche3 9 ho't,'f parti,cular
iiDhelh
up at different levels. Note that the m.ore
the viewpoint the less he will he able to specialize into
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The man has a fourth set of switches. These enable him to t jump'
from the viewPoint he is -at'present holding to any oth.er discipline or subdivision of which he knows. The switches control
Chaaesof...!1!bjiEt, as opposed to the specialization controlled
by the first sw tcnes. Because he is changing the subject, he
is not exposed (on the wall) to any viewpoints which he can
choose to go into!> as is the case with specialization,. which operates by exclusion of all but one subject within the fi~ld of view.
Be only has to choose. a sector switch before him. tJith subject
change" howeverjf if he wants to .Ien.i~:r~lize he must carry within
himself!> as in real life, a ~. of the divisions and subdivisions
of knowledge and their functional interrelationship. He can then
'back out' of his current specialization and see it within the
context of its neighbouring specialities. To represent this situation in the faellit,., the man might have to choose from the list
of disciplines known to him (i.e. a list unrelated to the sector~
displayed), what he coiSiders to be the immediate generalization
of his particular experience" He would key out the code of this
viewpoint and 'WOuld be able to cheek whether his cl10ice was correct
by whether the vietelpoint he had just held was displayed in one of
the new sectors.
In this way the 1X!.an could 'Work his 't,<fay back to t.."le most general
which all the major disciplines appeared in
the sectors.. By tudng the Sf!C'.oud and thi,rd sets of switches he
could ehoose to view this level of genera.lization from the most
primi.tive viewpoint
could thus put himself in the po.sition
of holding the early mythical world views. Clearly he would not
be able to speeia1i~e
fa.r ttrwer these circU1!mtanees as the
num.ber of distinct seetcirs 't<."Ould be ver)~ limited.

viewpoint display

lfany people using this at\di-vbual facility would probably rep.t
their real Hfe experience by 'h0l!plng' from-one subject to another.

They would do thi$

the connecting link between tl~ two by first generaU.zing from the one to the viewpoint
"lhich they could tlum specialize into tlle other. Because, as
real life, the facilIty does not (in the list mentioned) indicate the level of generaUzatinn. It does not distinguish between disciplines and the particular viewpoint wilicbis the generali:eatlon
the one the individual is holding. This 'hopping' phenommlon illustrates the fragmentation and la~{'~t continuity in exper:i.ence (see Fig. ft..).
e~tablishing

- 31 '1'he facility also illustrates how easy it is to get lost in the
One can only control one's experience by leaming to generalize correctly, otherwise one is subjected to the experienees arising from one's 'hopping' habits. The facility also
illustratas that it is only by getting back to the most general
that a person. Clm reeognize the interrelationship of the various
viewpoints open to hi~. It is only at this point that he can recognize the functions open to him. what he has delegated to society
and in many eases forgotten the significance of. It is at this
point that he is a whole person exposed at the same time to the
full range of experiences or modes of being.

maze of knowledge.

If
person remained in the room for an extended period, it would
be possible to plot the relatively stable ea.ttem of vi!!!!~nts he .
eventually needed to hold to avoid the t:'.to sets of extreme~n 'borewith relaxation -- f.atimue due to over absorption of information'
'static
-- chaotic diversity'" To achieve this stability
individual
have to successively hold or view a variety
sciences~ art~ religion, sex, travelogues, ete., or even cut out
all external eJtperience for a while by use of a fifth switch. Such
a plot would give a very useful profile of a person -- partIcularly
for educational
\"Ocational guida:nce purposes. It could be used
to supply
a checklist of material {fiction, non-fiction,
periodi.c)md i:nfomationsources adapted to his interests -- in
effect it could
a pers~nal library and information network
to keep him up to
In real life!; of course, the person not only actively absorbs information and passively views experience, but also actively chanaes
his environment through the viewpoint which he currently holds. In
real life he 'fa the cameraman taking the pictures seen in each sector -- it would be difficult to introduce this into the facility,
although !..t resembles the control given in the new automobiledrivlng instruction facilitie8~ where the driver has to keep the car on
the photographed road ..

the three vi
int levels ~tioned earlier are illustrated as
follows.. The
rliit corresponds to the man J 8 involvement in what
occurs on thew-ail (represented in the extreme by some forms of
psychedelic experience), up to the point where he coueeptually recognizes himself to be at the centre of the room. A backvard tribesman would, for example, be so involved in the current display as to
be unable to recognize that he can control it through the switches.
The second eorresponda to his recognition. of the eyce through which
he needs to 'hop'to maintain stability, in other words, recognition.
of a progression in the cycle as his tastes and interests change.
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To the extent that the individual is experiencing in three ways
simultaneously, namely, physical, etnOticma.l and mental, the
facility should arrange that a man be exposed to three sets of
sectors simultaneously, which is technically impossible, but
does illustrate the complexity of life experience. (One could
conceive of three spheres eoneentric about the man's position,
the mental being that with 3reatest diameter. as with the 'personal noosphere t . ) A sixth type of switch could allow him to
choose to view sectors ii-terms ·of'eIther"the physical, emotional
or mental levels.

To further increase the parallel with real life experience, the
~ could be provided with a ~even!.lt~~ ~"!~t.~. ?-e faciI1ty could be so adjusted that the chosen subjects prOjected
into each sector vmuld be replaced from time to time by other
subjects or viewpoints, randomly selected by the facility. ~lis
would effectively represent the intrusion of extraneous factors
in
environment when atteml?ting t.() holl:1 a particular viewpoint.
t:i1.tlU woultl then have to use the
switch to
ba.ck. l1is
chosen subject ~.he wanted to.
choi<:e and
aM.lity
to make it over an
period.
represent
degree
(If
~!.fu~~!~_~. Be could, if he wished .• just allow hf;-eience to drift at
merey

ContTol by switches, particularly the f:b:st and seventl1, could
be to some extent
, since
control requires a re~·
£lectivc$ delaying elenlent in the facility which is not present
in real life. Interest could for
be measured directlv
(directional spectaclefl,eye fHcker,
she, pulse. etc.)
and any change
i~nedietely
in the films
protected. In
the facility co~ld possibly have extensive t.herapeutic uses t since the ~~n would be exposed to What
basically interested
The facility as described illustrate~ the eomplexitYcof modern
life. It is understandable how individuals will quickly isolate
themselves
separate fields
experience unless they
•
••
..1
d" •
•
•
••
_ _ .:f
f
are :UU.
. t1a.teu g;rauu3..uJ!'" :tnto certa:.tn sens1t:LVe muues O' experi.ence and points of view. They a:re only isolat.ed, h.owever, to
the extent tbat they can on~-y conmmnicate effectively with others
holding the same vi~oint.
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(For each type of person a different audio-visual model is more
effitHent for imparting comprehension of con~ts. The audiovisual model above is based on a conceptual model which is essentially scientific, although in use it attempts to touch upon all
the other combinations of functions in their own terms. For
the musically inclined the conceptual model is also Qptly illustrated by the tonic scale and a piece of .uJic. Bere an octave
maybe considered equivalent to a shell of viewpoints. The
piece of music is in a particular key (major division viewpoint
chosen) and has a theme or combination of notes (viewpoint cycle
at the subdivision level.). Aspects of this theme are then developed in greater and greater detail in the main work (viewpoints being completed at greater degrees of specialization).
This musical analogy best illustrates the carryover from general to particular, from theme to subtheme, and vice versa. To
illustrate t.he lack of distinction between division and subdivision:- general and particttlar t consider how a particular note
nmy be used in the major theme and in a detail of development.
It is the player or listener must recognize the distinction
between
two uses.)
Experiment to Validate t.he COlJ.centual Model
...'_

____~_."'_~..-_"'_ _ ,.'"""'__.__.,_~._"_."~~"",~_"_''''..,.t:...';._,.,..,..~

,...,,,,._~,

From the
viewpoints
a)

for the existence of

~ost.

'purest'
dence for

ideal
eight

generalized viev~oint. shell should contain the
of viewpoints. Taere is no direct evibut a guide to

pers~~alitx_~es, e.g.
t}."es~ th.e four huu:l'm:s

is found in material on
Vs ~ix t}~es~ Jmlg's
tYl'e theory

t}".E~S o~or~

the particular drseipline~
a~·~n~·~G

cl)

to classify organizations

discipline~ corresponding to a specialized viewpoint shell, are the schools or particular approaches to the
discipline. e.g. scllooG
~philosophy, art, 1!.umagement, etc.

within each

of
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e)

individuals have been classified in a wide variety of ways
(See G.W. Allport for summary and bibliography) over the
years. This evidence can be used as a guide only, for reasons outlined below.

f)

half-humoro~s

g)

s~ very interesting e~iri~al. ~~ is discussed by G.A.
Miller (ref. 15) col1cemulg the m8X1mum number of alternatives an individual cau distinguish. A number of different
investigations into abilities to judge pitch, loudness, taste,
aDd number of points on a line, leads Miller to the conclu:don that the mean of the number of distinguishable alternatives corresponds to 6.5 categories (one standard deviation bu:ludes 1+ - 10; two, 3 - 15), which he considers a remarkably narrow range. Be considers that this range may represent the compromise of our species to the range of environmental stimulus energies.

classifications of executives, gardners,
smokers, golfers, etc.

The items above cover viewpoints in the static sense, we now
C~G'1l.t.O{1ZhE:

dynamic or developm.ental aspect:

h)

there is much evidence on the historical development of viewpoints in society,philosophieai periods, musical and artistic
periods, ete.

j)

there is some evi.dence for the viewpoints through which a
.JE0ring in~ividual passes, . A summary and bib1iol~aphy is
J.n R.B. C4ttel1, but the work o~ J .. Piaget is part1cularly
valuable concerning children.

k)

at the most detailed viewpoint level in the model, where passage through the constituent viewpoints of a shell would tend
to be very rapid li we find some evidence for the stages of devel mat of an idea and the processes of thought, e. g. works
oa
stages from creativity to final formulation of an idea,
the eonception of a project though to its itnplementation,
Spranger's discussion of the relationship between ideal functions at this level.
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There is a. great deal of evidence in most of these fields,
but it presents a confus.ing picture. The foUowing would
appear to be reasons for this, in terms of the model.
i)

C.W. Allport saY8 "The prin.cipal reason why psychologists
do not agree with one another in their lists of elements
(of the personality) is that each is animated by a slightly
different intention•••••According to his own habits of
thought. each psychologist tends to think of individuals
as combinations of whatever abstractions he happens to
favor for psychological analysis".
In terms of the model, each of these different breakdowns
is based on the total pattern of viewpoints as seen from
the viewpoints of each different group of investigators,
In order to get around this problem, trait elements listed
in the dictionary are currently used, on the basis that all
significant traits would, be evenly represented there by a
symbol (see G.W. AIlport, R.B. Cattell). This list can be
reduced by clustering related symbols. Individuals are
then rated against questionnaires by judges.
In this model we are trying to achieve a viewpoint analysis
which will he l1ignificant to theperson holding each particular viewpoint. In other words we must a.ttempt to incorporate
the categories of the persons holding the viewpoint and relate these to those of neighhouring viewpoints and so build
up the complete pattern. The modified dictionary list may
contain too much deta.il classified solely to the satisfaction of thedesianer. It will not be meaningful to the
holder of every viewpoint and ma.y contain many elements t'?
which he is not sensitive. We are seeking a br.akdown wh1ch
is stable and currently recogn.i~ed by eaehllSer -- in terms
of which he currently acts and orients himself. The essence
of this breakdown is that it does not comndt anyone to accepting any categories other than his own.

ii)

From
model, vie""lloints~t different levels of 8pe~ia~ization wou.ld tend to be confused. A strongly held spec1ab.zed
viewpoint will be considered equal to a weakl,. held general
viewpoint, since there is no basis for distinguishing between their h.ierarchical order.
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iii)

iv)

From the model, shells at different stages of development
would be considered to have different numbers of viewpoints,
since so_ viewpoints would not have been 'activated. Shells
may also have differing numbers of possible viewpoints. These
features would confuse an investigator.
Rating judges would tend to be equally insensitive to viewpoints distant from their own. Such viewpoints might be
bighly significant to the holder of such viewpoints or vice
versa.

Clearly the only way we can proceed to get a viewpoint analysis
significant to. the holder of each viewpoint, is to get the ho~der.!.
to !!P ou~ t~e:t:; .~ \~!!."!E0i~t ~tl::ix:o~~. ~ach ~~~, b-:tter
than any 1uvest1gator, the s1gu1f1cant V1ewp01nts 1U n1S f1eld. In
effect we want the ftilllders
a
general viewpoint to in-dieatei:nto how man)' sub''"grouluil or schools they split. This method
does not have the nOI'mal disadvantages of self-rating, since we are
looking for differences between sub-groups not. asking for the detailed clun:acteristics of each sub-group_ It is not affected by subjective judgment on~hepart of a particular suo-group or individual,
since the other sub-groups er individl\als exert an. objectifying infll1erlce -- each group can view the relations between the others
clearly even if it cannot see its own relationship to them. The
groups _a wholemapa itself, without any ouuide judges to dis-tort
results.
Some of the evidence in the literature mentioned above will be of
this type and cm then
analysed further to see whether viewpoint
shells are being confused. In this way sections of the space can
be mapped out and linked;& working from.
detail towards the genaral for
ther~is no objective evidence.
The >~quantum jump'
between viewpoints
be more difficult to detect in very detailed
or undeveloped viewpoint shells. Having established a tentative
breakdOWIl. as a guide, we cm now start to experiment. Individuals
are easier to use because the environment can be controlled and the
organbations and
they are Qttr£!cted to~wi11 link the results to those of
general map.
tfhat we have to attempt to do is to define an individual's environment so th&the holds a particular general viewpoint and a very small
range of detailed viewpoints.. This WQuld he the closest we could
get ~ reproducahle results in his interactions with other men;bers
of his group holding the same major viewpoint.. But if the model f s
implications are correct, there will be reactions arising from
physical$\ emotional and mental viewpoints at a variety of levels
ofspecialb:ation.. It will be difficult to distinguish between
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levels, but it will be easier to distinguish sub-divisions of
a major viewpoint.
group of strangers with one fairly evident viewpoint in common
should therefore be allowed to interact under restricted envi...
ronmsntal conditions. They should attempt to determine what subgroups they form with respect to that main viewpoint. This procedure would tentatively define two viewpoints, major and detail,
for each individual. This can. be confirmed by testing the interactions of such tentatively 'typed ' individuals with those from
other similar groups.. Individuals in the same sub-group could then
attempt to repeat the procedure until no characteristic differences
could be established.. The procedure could be repeated with other
major viewpoints.
A

modifying theanviroml'tent it should be possible. from the model,
to
individuals to t<'t.~e up other vie~"'Points and therefore lead
to a different set of types. Th~~ variables like proximity, light,
alcohol, excitement;, danger, autbority~ ,~tc. 11'1<'1'1 be introduced as
is done to some extent in group dynamies research. In this way
a range of
per individual can he de.tenuine4~ tvhether
a hi~hly structurt':ldcn'rironment (e.g. danger)
he 'losee a
and gai.ns .a shell in a highly pennbs.hre environment, or vice versa.

During the course of these exper.iments~ the characteristic types of
reaction can be
e.g. whether holders of different viewpoints 'couldn't
got on like a house on fire', etc. In
this way some measure
the 'energy of interaction' could be obtained with.sorne indication of the types of bo"thl fanned
under various conditions. Note that according to the mad all
viewpoints held f
common' would tend to represent bonds, but
would
to interaction.
'!he problem of
"'muld have to

of identical physical
test for the b:rea.kdo~'Jn

t;md emotional
successively groups
these
subjects to
reactions,
then mental re-

From the types and their various reactions to form. 'bonds' it should
possible to deter~ine whether there is any tendency to 'shell
comPletion'
wonldlive a sequence to the vi~1points
a particular ihell
• a developmental sequence. It should
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also be possible to determine the characteristics of the organizations and disciplines favoured by individuals with. particular type characteristics. This would lead cm to the formulation and testing of a functional classification. of disciplines.
'l'b.e only approach \micn we have been able to lOCate which approximates this 'peer ra.ting' procedure and the shell effect is that of
T. Leary at the Kaiser Founda.tion (ref. 14). But the ratings in
this case are still reduced to a particular predefined system and
are deslgned for use in the psych.iatric clinic environment.
CammeE'l.t

A basic problem raised in the Introduction was the hostility between individuals and groups holcHng different Viellpoints. Col'J.sidering man as e territorial animal, ill Ararey's teY:l1:!S (ref. 4),
it seems as tbough the territorial concept may be extended to
cover any standpoint which a grob"P or individuals take up -- whether
it be the land
group occupies or the mental viewpoint they hold
commou~ Tne territory
in both cases by the instinct
to defind it.. In
te~:lilaeh vieirYpoint becomes tit territorjv,
and each individual J:}2.S as manysueh
that he will defend 'irrational1yf as he has roles, e.g.~ citizen) profession~
family man, ete.. His willingness to defend a particular viewpoint
faced
loyalties to n~ ~uch view"Points is a
IDe8.1i1Ure of
importance of such territories to him.
A very int.eresting feature i.s the relF1.tionshir bet'tveen vie't-1pointl
terd.tol:j? and the 'l1(Jroj:ng i.nstinct' di.mcns1H',d by Ardrey. In te:rm..l!l
of the model~ the homin~ instinct would be explained by the potential well
a principal vie~oint: effectively con~t:itute$ -if this
can he sensed~ and ""e nse the expression 'being
dra.wn back f to a particular pla.ce or viewpoint, then a simIlar situation m.ight
with
birds, fishes" etc.
'fhe fnodel sll.oWS
groups mB,y be visualized
as
in
{'}f a
i.-l1verse space and are
not necessarily
exnosed to each others unifyin~ concepts.
This wo_Id explain opposition to the recognition of the value of
synthesis and the tendency
discipline or school to react
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to or define data in a special manner. It also gives a
justification for the emphasis on the autonomy of each
discipline. The tendency to establish concepts of increasing organizing power within a particular field may be viewed
as the 'attraction' of the centre of inverse. space., resulting in the tendency to c.omplete viewpoint 'shells'. The
latter would account for features of developmental and type
p~chology. For example, it shows how past world views,
history of society or in the life of a growwhether in
ing child, llere tbe right views at the d~, not merely
misguided or naive as we
to think. By holding these
views a certain stability was achieved on which more sophisticated structures could be built. Tnis brings out: the point
that perhaps some views are more suitable than others to a
particular individual or group at any particular st~ge of deis
obvious" but
recognizing the validity of
~outdatedf or not,. to
one's
-~ rather than always
or s
fashionable or modern
g.roups are ftmetional1y
are related to these
iOU(::.c.e(~d
or dethe remaining
are 'seen'
viewpoint. By
establishing
created by this
way there is

ilUd

It

sl:aarch

does allmv for such
the importance of the
stresses the signif(j!,

fulfill-

should recogc{'ordinating viewpoint in
and to
fulfillment. And
model brings out
should reeogawn purposes, if we wish to move towards
defini don of a
recognized overall

~vu~~~tently
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Note that purpose, although not discussed directly, is the driving
foree 'behind taking up .a particular viewpoint. In this treatment, although creating directional effects at and within different levels ll it is not EA tfinal cause' but the ability to hold a
particular viewpoint witI1 respect to which secondary decisions can
be taken. Pm:poseful action is with respect to a viewpoint, rather than convergence upon a goal which causes action. In the
same way the Earth pursues the course laid out by its orbit, and
does not fall into the SW ll which effectively holds it in the orbit.. Schoppenha.uer (ref. 18) makes a similar comparison between
the continual striving of twill! and gravitation -- achievement
of an eud does not terminate the process.

We are not stating that the eentres or vie'Wpoint bodies exist.in
any substantial sense" What is being suggested is that we have,
by the ways in whieh we act, progessively defined many such locH
so that they appear to govern our !i.vas in the same way as do the
mathematically
focal points
a planetary orbit or of the
trajectory of a ear corneriu!;. (We are not competent to judge how
our tUH,~
related to that intended
Plato with
W
v
loci!
they have only
a
are
extremely useful con-

'motive' and Vpurpose' in
some relation to an indiviIt has seemed that the eca"""'p~."""""'''''~£J!> his actions to the
concerned wi th

decision84

!his split

is illustrated by the fact
UPsycholagical Abstracts U

, and the latest ulnonly ca cross-referene.e
increasingly used in
In the latter case~
criterionH for decision
• D.M. Gross bases
whole treatment of
the
organizations OD. purpose" and B.P. Learned (1' .. 529 11
ref .15) rates the determination of pu:rpose as n,mnoog thl';! most important and nlOS'!::
of all human
• Busiuessmanagement:
t-h~~"",'V"'" does a.ttempt to distinguish hetween
fpurposet of an activity
and
employees to act.
is the distinction between the
subjective and the objective sensc lI and it: li1'Ould appear to be a useful one.
We have attempted t.o d.evelop a mea.ns of establishing tile relevance of
specialized disciplines to the life of an individual. Tllcre is however ll
increasing acceptanc.e of the following propoBi.tions:
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i)

no man or group of men can know everything;

ii)

a lifetime's work may be required to understand
the significance of some specialized fields;

iii)

knowledge does not need to be useful, and if it
is, may be in some degree inferior.

This means that Ye are reaching the point where the delegation
of a function to a specialist becomes decreasingly valuable, for
although be can explain or control a phenomenon to the satisfaction of his colleagues, it may be almoat impossible for
him to relate it m daily life. The counterpart to this effect
is that he then runs the danger of being unable to receive information which might contradict his explanation.
Worst of all, however, is that we are b~k where we started
prior to the division of labour. the only persons who bow
about the control of the phenom.enon are so 'far away' eommunication~ise, that it ia easiar to repeat the investigations
if one wants to use the answer, than to try to locate reports
of previous investigations and relate the language of the explanation to o11e'. own problem. In other words, although an
objective explanation has been provided, it is so distant that
it does not fulfil . y social function and is effectively a subjective explanation becuwse it is so private. This may appear
to be an. extreme ease, but all specialized infonmtion is to
some degree ineecessible and. thus non-functional - increased
speei~lization increases non-functionality, unless provision
is made for the flow back of usefulu.formation. In effect
such speeialize.d are.as become worlds of their own and the information generated is only functional ad objective to those
worlds. (See Appendix I for a typology of explanations.)
In this model we have attetnPted to approach these problems by
putting everything on a functional basis immediately related
_d compreheusii;rle mUe Inciivtduaf oi-group coneerued. ItA
need for an answer must take the fom of a functional problem,
so that by specializing through that function in terms of the
funetlonal up, one must come to the area in. which information
is being generated on the problem. At the same time one can
understan.d the adjustment in viewpoint necessary m comprehend
the data generated. Each iru1lvidual
therefore reeopize
what is or is not relevut to the development of his functions.
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The model maps out the location of the distant castles where
specialized knowledge may be obtained so that each individual eau
tell where to go and how to get there so as to be able to relate
the knowledge eventually obtained baclt to the starting point and not forget the ori8inof his problem.
We have taken the approach that individuala and groups should
be studied as phenomena in their own right. as was suggested by
Teilhard de Chardin. Generally. we only dare to discuss phenomena
which can in some way be measured on the physical world surface.
This is because we have developed the necessary objectivity and
conceptual equipment to detach ourselves from the thing we are
measurmg. :But this is only a fairly recent historical development$ ae can 'be seen by the high desree of subjectivity and personal involvement of the alchemists and astrologers, in what
were to become the sciences of chemistry and astronomy. Can we
not therefore say
there may come a time when we can isolate
or detach ourselves from our emotions and thoughts in order to
be able to analyse them in an analogous manner.
The problem is to develop the coneeptnal and experimental techniques to isolate constants. We will have to feel our way slowly
and elumsily, not knowing quite what we are looking for, as was
the ease with the early scientists. Only in thf. way can we find
a means of 'backing out' of our subjective involvement in these
coutant factors we are seeking. Jut we have an advantage. We
have already developed many us.eful and eomplex models in a wide
variety of sciences, whereas early researchers only bad mythical,
religious and magical models to aid their thought processes. Using some of these scientific models as guides (as is· done in operations research), we can seek out analogous situations to which
they might apply iu the fields of emotional md .nta1 experience.
In this paper we have used combinations of the solar system and
Bohr atom. m.ode18.
The search for 'mental atOlU' is not a new one. GlOW. Allport
(ref. 1) mentions that it bas gone out of fashion although he
suggests that the psychologists favouring factor analysis hope
that personality ean e:ventually be reduced to a schedule resembling the periodical table in ebemsitry (p. 243), and that the
elements will bear some relation to the genetic units of inheritanee.
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The final model appeaTs to embody all the desired properties.
namely. representation of synthesized experience, convergence,
direction. functionalism, developmental features, importance
of the individual. etc. It is simple in principle llut the
conceptual relationship between ordinary and inverse· space is
Sufficiently complex to provide a context for the wide variety
of points of view and interests, to explain their apparent
isolation and to recognize the nece$sity for their autonomy.
In addid.on, the 'mOdel appears to include many features which
have been recognized intuitively and are accepted in daily
speech. The model t space' has the structure and properties
of a very complex maudala in the psychoanalytical sense.
Testing the model in practice, perhaps in the manner outlined,
would establish whether the 'viewpoint shell' feature can be
used as a basis for explaining group and individual typology,
development and itlteraction in society. An important consequence of tile
of the loodel uould be that the nature
of the succeeding viewpoints required for the development of
an idea, an il1dividual. f:;roups and society..
the possibilities in11erent in them, could be predicted -- if the parallel
between succeeding shell viewpoints nolds* as 'with elements
i.n
periOdic table. The model
then. also provide a
context.
l"lW.rty oUl.ex scientific models could be
brought to bear
emotional and mental phenom.ena. The functional classification of disciplines would provide the individual with a ''Wiip' and a technique for tlWving through many
fielda of experience) as formalized in societYt since the
classification
the' lengthened.
of his own ntake-up.
this l'l1Ode1 1:>...1 .8 been
that aD:'! contr!-
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.. each locatio,n on P, for example, has an equivalent location on 0, Nand
M. This i9 an ;\'llustf't'ltio:n of the ftict that MY member or sub-group of
is at the same time a member of tha entire group (M).
not be acknowledgE.;d.
confusion ~risea if', for example, N, M, and f' are considered from the
a-world to be subsidiary to it. This cortfusion is re'pr~sented by the
consequent irregularity of their movements around 0 if such were the
case (cf. the irregular movements of the planetsabo\.rt the Earth when
thay 11HH'e ~.usflum~dto revolve about the }~arth).
It
only when the relat iOJ:lahip between group and aulJ.,.gQup is acknQwledg~(
that l1Iuch contusion ca.n be resolved.
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movement, from main viewpoint X to subsidiary viewpoints T, U, V, and W
is 9 process of specialization.
specialhingt-o D, for eXQL'1ple,.
responsibility for T, V, and W is delegded.

tI, for exa.mple, the functional depen~hmea of U on X is recognized,
U will be underl!ltood as revolvi.hg around X. otherwise, as at
X will be considered as revolving around

1'.

- any change of viewpoint rrom1i to v,..·ould be based on habit, since a
conscious change must be based on recognitiOn of the fUllctional link
through t.he main viewpoint X -- as would be the ca~e with a change from
to tJ
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- althougli there is continua.l striving toward grea.ter unity il'l the

o
zat
of experience (L. e. striving toward tbe centre of'
inveree j9'pace)~ the effective movement is through the successive

